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The Canadian market
has become a friendly
environment for banner
and franchise networks.
By Vincent J. Romans

G

lobalization’s impacts are
increasingly evident with
the emergence and migration of new and hybrid auto
physical damage models
from around the globe, some of which
have found their way to North America.
There has also been an increase in foreign
trans-border investments involving various segments within the collision repair,
property and casualty insurance, auto insurance, and the automotive aftermarket
ecosystem. In light of this, we have analyzed and profiled the Canadian repair
marketplace and have positioned it in contrast to the U.S. marketplace.
Over the last few years we’ve begun to see
an increase in the number of mergers and
acquisitions, with companies moving into
new markets and expanding their operations. Multiple Location Operators (MLOs),
and the collision repair industry in general,
continue to move through what we have
identified as contraction, consolidation and
convergence. We believe that constructive
transformation, the inevitable and necessary
heavy lifting associated with the integration of businesses, organizations and their
platforms, is one of the main reasons consolidation momentum has tapered down.
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Other factors, such as higher valuations
and more complex transactions requiring
longer due diligence periods, also contribute
to this temporary respite. We’re currently
seeing three main active expansion strategies
shaping the collision repair industry.
One of these strategies is driven by independent and regional dealership MLOs
focusing their expansion within pre-existing markets. Another strategy common
among national independent consolidators, such as Boyd/Gerber, is to gain entry
into new markets through a continued
focus on activity within those markets

is another strong example, continuing its
two‐pronged strategy of building out its
franchise model in target markets while
maintaining and growing its banner network across the broader marketplace.
When looking at the North American
collision market, it’s very easy to compare
Canadian companies to their American
counterparts. Ten Canadian provinces and
three territories make Canada the world’s
second largest country in geographic area
as compared to the third-ranked United
States. Canada’s collision repair and insurance industries have a number of similar
marketplace dynamics when compared to

Top 10 Canadian MLOs (revenue)
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CSN (B)
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Boyd Autobody & Glass (I)
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CarrXpert (B)
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Assured Automotive (I)

10 Hammer Group (I)
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Carstar (F)
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Craftsman (I)
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Fix Auto (F)

8

ACG Atlantic (I)

B-Banner

F-Franchise

Maaco (F)

I-Independent

through clustering and leapfrogging into
expanded regions. Thirdly, there has
been aggressive expansion by franchise
consolidator MLOs such as CARSTAR.
CARSTAR is targeting growth with independent repairers in specific markets
with some market penetration. Fix Auto

the U.S., including contraction and consolidation, professionally-managed operators,
lean-based production and operations,
extensive marketing operations through traditional and evolving social media trends,
and increasing demands for technicians to
continually evolve their competencies and
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skill-sets. There are also differences related
to other facets of the business, such as insurance-industry relations, a commonality
is the growing dominance of franchises,
banners and MLOs.
The franchise, banner/multiple location networks, MLN and MLO segments
in Canada represent a significant 55 percent share of the private insurer repairable
vehicle market. The top 10 Canadian repairers making between $10 million and
$20 million, or greater than $20 million,
are composed of eight independent operators and two dealers. These 10 operators
account for 12 percent of total Canadian
repair revenue—$400,000 from private
insurers—through only three percent of
total repair locations. Revenue from these
locations are nearly four times that of the
MLOS/Banners/Networks making
>$10M dominate the Canadian
collision market share
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average Canadian repairer, with the market
being dominated by Boyd, Assured Automotive and Craftsman. However, despite
their success the top 10 dealers shops only
amounts to 3.1 percent—about 185 shop
locations—across Canada. They account
for $346,000 of total Canadian shop revenues, which is about 12.3 percent of total
industry revenues. Compared to the top 10
Canadian MLOs, including Collision Solutions Network, CarrXpert, CARSTAR, Fix
Auto and Maaco, these networks account
for over 1,000 collision repair locations,
with revenue exceeding $1.3 million; this
accounts for nearly half the total revenue
across the industry’s top 10.
Comparing the Canadian collision market
to that of the U.S. landscape, there are few surprises with respect to the differences in each
country’s size and relative order of magnitude

regarding the collision repair market and
the private property and casualty insurance
industries. Certain Canadian marketplace dynamics are different than the U.S., especially
as they relate to the government-operated
insurance companies in British Columbia,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba; one such difference relates to how insurance is acquired
and how claims are processed within the
provinces. Insurance and collision repair industries and consumer rights also differ in
Canada from the United States. Relative to
each other, the Canadian industry boasts substantially less financial gains than U.S.-based
insurance companies. However, there are similar total numbers in American and Canadian
auto insurance companies with little variance in the number of existing firms—there
are 259 private auto insurance companies in
the United States, with 220 private Canadian
companies, in addition to the three public
insurance companies. What is interesting
though is that despite the larger shadow cast
by American-based companies, Canadian insurance companies in the top 10 control 76
percent of the market share, compared to only
70 percent in the United States.
Within the U.S. market, independent
and dealer MLOs are the foremost business
model. In Canada, however, it is the franchise and banner networks that dominate
the market. Canada can be viewed as a more
consolidated market, where the total MLO/
Franchise/Banner/MLN segment represents
55 percent of Canada’s private insurers and
consumer-paid vehicle repairable market
size as compared to 22 percent in the U.S.
The Franchise/Banner/MLNs in the U.S.
and Canada represent approximately the
same revenue at $1.4 billion and $1.1 billion respectively. In Canada, this segment
is a significant 73 percent share of Canada’s
total MLO/Franchise/Banner/MLN revenue; whereas the MLN share of the U.S.
MLO/Franchise/Banner/MLN segment is a
considerably smaller 18.7 percent.
We looked at combining these markets
in two ways; MLOs as individual entities
operating in either the U.S. or Canadian
2012 U.S.-Canada Market Segments
Market Segment

U.S.

Canada

≥ $20.0M MLO

$4.5B

$0.3B

Multiple Location Networks

$1.3B

$1.1B

$10.0-$20.0M MLO/MSO

$1.4B

$0.1B

Total

$7.2B

$1.5B

market, and as consolidated country segments where companies with operations
in both markets were consolidated to represent the total of their U.S./Canadian
18 percent of the Canadian
collision marketplace controls
more than half the revenue

MLO/Banner/Networks (1094) 55% of revenues.
Remaining Canadian Market (4906) 45% of revenues.

market share. Looking first at a consolidated U.S./Canada market, the top ten
consolidated U.S. and Canada MLO/Franchise/Banner/MLN market size is $4.28
million, representing about 49 percent of
the combined U.S. and Canada vehicle repair revenue of nearly $8.8 billion. When
looking at the companies individually,
without cross-border consolidation, eight
of the top 10 operators are located in the
U.S. with CARSTAR, Fix Auto, Maaco and
Boyd operating in the North American
consolidated market.
The franchise/banner/MLN segment
across the U.S. and Canada combined
represents 28 percent of the consolidated
market for shops with revenues greater
than or equal to $10 million, amounting
to about $8.8 billion. Independent dealers
making at least $20 million in Canada represents $297 million, compared to U.S.
independents who account for $4.5 billion.
When all MLO segments are combined in
Canada, the total number of shops making
at least $10 million composes 55 percent
of the total national market share, whereas
the same demographic is only 23 percent
in the United States. This demonstrates
that Canada MLO banner and franchise
networks control a larger
market share than the indeTotal
Revenue
pendents and dealer MLOs.
Conversely, the indepen$4.8B
dents and dealer MLOs have
$2.4B
a greater presence in the U.S.
$1.5B
market than do the franchises
$8.7B
and banner networks. crm
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